
Fast automation and feedback

Speed

ContextQA Core Values

Easily add using ContextQA's low-code/no-
code solution.

Create Test Cases

With the latest AI and automation technology,
CONTEXTQA offers a low-code, no-code, zero-
maintenance platform that helps businesses increase
automation test coverage and improve software quality.
This results in accurate and reliable automation that
improves productivity and boosts product quality. 

We have worked with numerous SMEs and large
business enterprises in the retail, fintech, and media
and entertainment sectors.

Why Test Automation with
ContextQA

ContextQA revolutionises the testing process with its
no-code approach. 

Ease of Use: Minimal coding knowledge required,
significantly reducing maintenance efforts.

Integration: Compatible with popular tools like JIRA,
Asana, Jenkins, and more.

Continuous Testing: Automation is triggered
automatically, facilitating continuous testing.

Why No-Code Test Automation

The Three Steps to Top-Quality
Applications

Rapid coverage for products and services.

Automate Testing

Seamless CI/CD platform integration.

Continuous Testing

Precise and reliable testing

Accuracy

Low maintenance, increased
efficiency

Cost-Effectiveness

Streamlines testing, adapting
intelligently to evolving
requirements.

AI-Powered Precision

Speed up test creation, making
testing faster and more efficient.

Accessible Automation

ContextQA automates the
mundane, freeing developers to
tackle creative, high-impact work

Boosting Developer Productivity

https://contextqa.com/


sales@contextqa.com

ContextQA's Website Testing features aim to streamline testing processes, improve website quality,
and accelerate development cycles through a blend of AI-powered capabilities and user-friendly tools.

Web Testing

ContextQA: Reshaping Test Automation

Host of Technologies:

ContextQA streamlines API Testing by automating the process and providing comprehensive logs for
better analysis.

API Testing

ContextQA's Mobile Testing crafts flawless mobile experiences that captivate your audience, unlocking
a world of happy users, thriving apps, and endless possibilities.

Mobile Testing

ContextQA work closely with your team to fully comprehend your Salesforce environment and goals,
then adjust configurations, scenarios, and AI models to meet specific needs.

Salesforce Testing

CHALLENGES WITH TRADITIONAL TOOLS
LIKE SELENIUM:

Need for Coding Expertise
Frequent test failures and unreliable results.
Tedious Debugging: Difficulty in identifying
and resolving issues.

HOW CONTEXTQA TACKLES THESE:

Effortless Automation: No coding skills
required. Use easy 'Copy & Paste' or 'Record'
features.
AI-Driven Stability: Self-healing tests for
consistent and reliable results.
Intelligent Debugging: AI-powered root-
cause analysis with clear suggestions speeds
up fixing issues.

CHALLENGES FACED BY DEV MANAGERS:

Lack of Automation: Slows down releases,
adding pressure on CTOs and Tech Leaders.
Uncertainty about the causes of bugs.
Limited Developer Resources: Need to
automate with existing tools.

CONTEXTQA'S SOLUTIONS:

Fast Functional & API Testing to speed up
releases.
Detailed video, trace, log, and error reports
for full context.
Smart Resource Management

Customer Benefits:
Faster Time-to-Market: Speedy testing and bug
identification.
Reduced Expenses: Save on software quality
maintenance.
Improved Software Quality: Proactive bug
detection and resolution.
Enhanced Team Productivity: Focus on testing,
not coding.
Seamless Collaboration: Streamlined
communication and teamwork.
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